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L.N. 121 of 1958

DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITIES AND PRIVILEGES
(COMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES AND REPUBLIC OF IRELAND)
ORDINANCE (No. 47 of 1957)

Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges (Application to Commonwealth Countries) Order, 1958

Commencement: 31st July, 1958

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 4(1) of the Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges (Commonwealth Countries and Republic of Ireland) Ordinance, 1957, the Governor-General has made the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges (Application to Commonwealth Countries) Order, 1958.

2. The Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges (Commonwealth Countries and Republic of Ireland) Ordinance, 1957, shall apply to the countries specified in the Schedule hereto.

SCHEDULE

Ghana
The Republic of India.

Made at Lagos this 17th day of July, 1958.

A. G. H. GARDNER-BROWN,
Acting Secretary to the Governor-General

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The effect of the Order is that upon the appointment of Chief Commonwealth Officers in Nigeria representing each of the two countries specified, such officers will have the status and privileges of consuls of foreign sovereign powers.
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